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IV

of  the nature of  VOC warfare by only looking at big logistical and political schemes, and I hope 

that the picture of  the nature of  VOC

ture of  VOC

leitmotiv

VOC

 So he signed up in VOC

VOC waged many more wars 

 Herport, Reise
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Ommelanden and the 

VOC warfare that this thesis 

Northern Ceylon: starving Jaffanapatnam

194

VOC

195

194 Rijckloff  van Goens: Commissaris en veldoverste der Oost-Indische Compagnie, en zijn arbeidsveld 

195 VOC in Ceylon en Coromandel in de 17e en 18e

De VOC in Azië 
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196

Naarden, one of  the missing ships of  his 

Naarden

Goes, was 

VOC

196  Ottow, Van Goens 

Illustration 3: map of  Southern India and Nothern Ceylon, with the route of  Van Goens’ campaign schematically 

drawn in by me. 
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the VOC

VOC had no interest 

197

VOC

197 Van Goens  Van Goens,
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Illustration 4: map of  Mannar. 
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forces extremely tired by the long marches, and consequently incapable of  engaging with the same 

198

napatnam was on a peninsula going by the same name, only connected to the Ceylonese mainland 

Salamander

Mars,

low on gunpowder and did not wish to try and breach the walls by bombardment, so there was 

198

and also of  the Isle of  Ceylon, translated from the High Dutch



Illustration 5: the fortress and city of  Jaffanapatnam.



199

Company army only entered the fortress three days later, fearing the disease that had raged through 

199  Whereas the beginning of  March hails the start of  the rain season on the Malabar coast, and for one made 

a campaign in Cochin utterly impossible, as will become clear below, the north of  Ceylon, while quite close to Cochin, 

deporting its population, see the political sector of  the last chapter, and the paragraphs on the second siege of  Cochin 
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of  the VOC

VOC

Hoge Regering, and most of  

turn, raided the Ommelanden

VOC

 Colenbrander, Koloniale geschiedenis

, Het Bongaais verdrag 
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Generale Missiven

 requested that the king would not send ships to 

course this didn’t stop the Makassarese from trying, and the Company’s maritime hegemony was 

Vertoog 

aware, the Company could ill afford a war with Makassar, which had a large and professional army 

 Hoge Regering, upon hearing of  the turn things had taken, decided that 

Hoge Regering 

th

Generale Missiven th,

1658, when Maatsuiker is already contemplating an attack against Makassar, but adds that he will wait, as disease and 

Bongaais Verdrag

 Stapel, Bongaais Verdrag
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On the Mars

for the commanders by the Hoge Regering were remarkably precise for an attack that was only going 

VOC force would simply not be strong enough to attack Makassar 

VOC

Mars

as with most VOC

Bijdragen tot de 

Taal- Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlands-Indië 
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scribes:

th

Hoge Regering had

spelled out could be put into effect, the three residents of  the Dutch lodge needed to be gotten 

Mars Breukelen. 

7th Mars in a boat 

Mars and

the Breukelen 

VOC

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Voyagie,

 Oost-Indische Voyagie,
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Mars

matched for a while, until, by a stroke of  good fortune, the Mars, which was in close combat with 

was entered by the crew of  the Breukelen and taken. Its crew was released to Makassar, and as the 

VOC

Illustration 6: map of  the coastline of  Makassar, with the various important fortresses and lodges. 
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describes:

On the 11th

th

transferred to a fast yacht, the Kat

other ships, among which the Kat

Hoge Regering 

Hoge Regering 

 Many barges 

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Voyagie,

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Voyagie,
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the small Makassarese force that had been left behind, realising that it was hopelessly outnumbered, 

of  VOC

VOC

VOC

treatment created chaos among the Makassarese forces, and soon the Makassarese army went into a 

VOC troops pursued the retreating Makassarese 

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Voyagie,
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th
VOC

th

Bongaais verdrag, Corpus Diplomaticum

Illustration 7: a drawing of  the attack on Makassar from Wouter Schouten’s travel account. In the background we 

see the eleven most heavily armed ships bombarding Sombaopu, while in the foreground the smaller vessels land and 

Company pikemen make their way towards Panakoke.



attempts to restore the peace by negotiation, made clear that it was only a matter of  time before 

the end of  1666 the Hoge Regering 

VOC’s muscles in the hopes of  keeping 

Quilon and Cochin:  a penal expedition and a failed siege



had centred their trade on the coast around Cochin, the VOC had soon started working together 

the VOC

the VOC

a means of  conquering it, and the VOC had found a way of  legitimating its conquest of  Cochin and 

th

not adhering to the prayers that the inhabitants of  Colombo and the soldiers and sailors on the 

th

Beurs van 

Amsterdam

nd

Nayars of  the queen of  

th

were the knighthood of  the Malabar Coast: a caste of  nobles whose raison-d’être was 

Vestiging Malabar

Survey of  the Rise of  Dutch Power in Malabar ,

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Voyagie, 184
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VOC

VOC

VOC

army:

,

friend and foe had come to clashes behind the batteries and bulwarks, under the shadow of  the 

opened their ranks on the sides with a few small pieces of  artillery, loaded with scrap, to take the 

VOC army 

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Voyagie,

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Reis,
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Vertoog 

the second time, the Dutch had come into the region of  the Queen of  Quilon as a friend, but had 

In the morning of  the 10th

VOC forces had 

Zeepaard

hit by a hurricane in the night of  the 18th  When in the course of  the 19th of  De

cember the storm turned from southeast to southwest, the ships were in danger of  being wrecked 

Raadhuis 

Vestiging Malabar Oost-Indische Reis,

Rode Leeuw

Oost-Indische Reis,
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Parkiet was sent back to Ceylon to get as much powder and fuse as 

Raadhuis remained before Quilon to make a new rudder, and the Beurs,

th

had been reinforced by an earthen bulwark around the existing walls, and the English, it appeared, 

In addition, the local ally of  the VOC

Nayars,

in exchange for which the Company would conquer Cranganore, the northernmost large city now 

nd rd

Rode Leeuw

Vestiging Malabar

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Reis,
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afternoon of  the 15th

force would meanwhile attack a weak spot in the defences as pointed out by the spy, only defended 

Nieuw Oranje 

Rijzende Zon and Huis te 

Swieten
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VOC

the VOC

ated from the scene by VOC

forces carte blanche 

VOC

still had at his disposal were not enough to securely seal off  the remaining 1100 meters of  city wall, 

VOC

VOC forces managed to break through the 

 Schouten, Oost-Indische Voyagie,
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Illustration 8: battle between Nayars and Company forces in Old Cochin.
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VOC had recently almost, but not 

monsoon if  necessary, now saw his supplies run out, his soldiers go ill and his trenches ruined by 

Notenboom to make 

VOC

Hoge Regering
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‘The shameful fall of  fort Zeelandia’

VOC

tried to present itself  as a tributary country to China, which would allow them to trade with China 

VOC

on the one hand, it immediately attempted to build up relations with the new dynasty, for one by 

 On the other hand, the Company was trying to keep 

Generale Missiven Daghregister

Voices from the Ming-Qing cataclysm: China in tiger’s jaws 



In the last chapter, the laconic attitude with which Maatsuiker responded to Coyet’s cries for help 

‘t Verwaerloost Formosa 

Utrecht, which was in fact 

Ullistration 9: map of  Taiwan in 

1661.



 he ar

th of  October, Coyet 

th

Transactions and Proceedings of  the Japan Society of  London 

 Herport, Reise, 
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Coxinga’s soldiers were aided in their landing by the local Chinese population, which was happy to 

Hector, was a large 

Hec-

tor, ‘s Gravenlande and Vink

Maria

tack at the channel seemed successful, as the Hector

Hector

subsequently happened: 

Hector

front and behind, that neither the Hector

explosion was heard that it caused the windows of  the castle to shake: and when the smoke had 

cleared away, neither the Hector

tunately the Hector

Hector ‘s Graven-

lande and the Vink

the way, who actually succeeded in entering the ‘s Gravenlande but were beaten off  the ship again, 

whereas a ship like the Hector

Tiger’s Jaws, 
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‘s Gravenlande but did not destroy 

-

boy. Number 1 is the fortress, number 2, hardly visible up on the hill, marks the redoubt Utrecht. Number 3 is the 

city, number 4 is the wooden bulwark the Company forces managed to set up in November. Number 6 is Sakkam 

Hector, attacked from all sides by 

Chinese junks. This was probably added just for dramatic effect, as the battle with the Hector took place on the 
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unconditionally on the 4th

the utmost, and on the same 4th

th

his head, and kept on bringing in reinforcements, until some thousand Chinese soldiers had been 

Maria
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th

tress

th

th

th

meeting on the 15th
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wambuis, a wooden bulwark, outside 

th

th

rd

taken three good ships and a considerable number of  men with him, which were now lost to the 

th

th

st

except for Coyet, who held out in a gruelling siege for an improbable nine months, both against 
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situation, had in this case simply used power politics to shut up Coyet who was now a serious 

by anonymously publishing ‘t Verwaerloost Formosa, in which he rendered his account of  what hap

The Mozambique-expedition: battling the monsoon

Overgekomen Brieven en Papieren tells what actually happened, 

VOC Overgekomen Brieven en Papieren, 

brede raad 

Daghregisters of  the Kennemerland
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th of  

Kennemerland, which he commanded, the Rijnland and the Waterhoen. 

the Kogge, the Oranje, and the Waterhoen

Waterhoen,

the equator, more and more people on the Kennemerland fell ill, and being forced to wait for the 

Waterhoen thus

Waterhoen behind sped up things somewhat, and the Kennemerland

Kogge and Vlaardingen

Veldhoen and Zeeridder. Of  these ships, the Kogge 

Veldhoen and the Zeeridder

was particularly unhappy to be missing the Oranje

Kogge. 

Wapen van Zeeland Oranje, but 

Wapen van Zeeland also suspected that the Oranje

Oranje was in fact one of  the two ships that would 

Kogge 

Waterhoen behind turned out to be a good decision, as 

brede raad 

and the krijgsraad

the Orange Overgekomen B&P
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panies, and had crews work around the clock to produce storming ladders and other siege equip

the days of  the Voorcompagnieën, and the fact that one ship bound for Ceylon had accidentally sailed 

 It had already been decided that the Veldhoen

Zeeridder

the Zeeridder

which the ship Wapen van Holland 

turned out, the Wapen van Holland, along with the Gekroonde Leeuw, the Prins Willem and the Arnhem, had been wrecked 

D.A.S.

Overgekomen B&P



brede raad 



it turned out to be the Oranje, 

friendly, and more than willing to sell animals and fruits in exchange for cloth and simple ship’s 

Veldhoen to

Wapen van Zeeland

Veldhoen, which was supposed to be back within eight days, was also trapped by the calm and only 

Veldhoen

Zeeridder and the Oranje

this area will also explain why the Veldhoen
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Veldhoen

by telling the directors how sorry he was to see that the good designs of  the Company had had so 

th

captured by the VOC

The second siege of  Cochin 

Hoge Regering 

earlier campaign, the Hoge Regering 

produce fuses, and sent out a huge order for gunpowder to the Coromandel coast, where the Com

Hoge Regering reckoned 

Joncker 

Vestiging Malabar
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it brought, the Hoge Regering 

and had the Dutch stronghold built last year, Nieuw Oranje

Illustration 11: map of  part of  the Mal-

abar coast. To the right we see the Ghats 

mountain range, separating the Malabar 

coast from the rest of  the Indian mainland. 

The top leftmost island is Baypin. Right un-

derneath we see Cochin (‘ Coetsjien’), and 

slightly further south Purracad (‘Porca’). 

The map also nicely shows the backwaters 

connecting the various Malabarese cities, 

which made isolation of  Cochin highly prob-

lematic. Just south of  the backwaters we see 

Quilon (‘Coylan’). 
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now landing on Malabar shore, and he describes the battle as follows:

With slightly more trouble than the year before Hustaert had now landed 1600 soldiers and could 

Hustaert learned that there were only 600 soldiers within the walls of  Cochin, al lot less than ex

Hustaert, whose force was barely enough to lay siege to the city but also too small to storm the 

 Herport, Reise, 
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VOC soldiers 

who had deserted to Cochin last year, came to the camp on the 5th of  December and asked for 

supplying the besieged city not only with food, but also sulphur for gunpowder production, and 

Vestiging Malabar, Reise, 

Illustration 12: the siege of  Cochin as depicted in Herport’s Reise. In the top-left we see the small fort Oranje. 

Papeneiland is not visible but would be slightly up-river, on the top-right. The lower branch of  the water led to the 

backwaters. Calewety is the bastion to the far right, across from the small island. The bastion to its left is St. Lazaro. 

Furthermore we get a great impression of  the Company’s siege works. The form of  the city, however, is not very ac-

cruate, as becomes clear when we compare this map to that of  Baldaeus. (See below.)
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the main VOC

small ships:

our ship, and besides many wounded, had also killed our pilot, the quartermaster, one corporal, 

grown reckless by the success, the commander De Roer threw his orders of  staying on the water 

In the meantime, the Company siege works around Cochin had at many places come within a 

Vestiging Malabar, Reise,
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the VOC

 probably halfway along the 

VOC

VOC

soldados

Estado

 In his own map, there is a bastion in the form of  a half  moon halfway onto the southern wall of  the city, 

Reise, 

Vestiging Malabar, 



cazados

following months, the Company would demolish part of  the walls and  buildings to turn Cochin 

Coprus diplomaticum VOC

De VOC in Azie 

Illustration 13: Cochin under the Portuguese and Cochin as it would become under Company rule. The dotted line in 

the Portuguese city marks the form of  the later Dutch city worked out below, much smaller and more easily defensible.  

however, was never built.



VOC

able to the Company, as this would make Calicut too powerful and would thus make Malabarese 

renversement des alliances on the Malabar 

Coast: Calicut, the old ally of  the Company, now became its sworn enemy, while Cochin, the old 

crown, was, after the taking of  the city, crowned king of  Cochin by the Dutch, his crown, which 

VOC

VOC was now entering a century of  its existence during which the bulk of  its enemies would 

Conclusion

Voyages and travels to the East Indies, 1653-1670 (Oxford 1988, facsimile 



section of  VOC

interesting insight into the nature of  VOC

logistic and organisational system as described in chapter III, which after all existed to defend the 

Six months before the attack took place, the Hoge Regering 

Hoge Regering 

of  the second siege of  Cochin, we wonderfully see the logistical and organisational network kick 

Company’s great knowledge of  its own possessions and a logistical system to put this knowledge to 

Hoge Regering 

of  the VOC



tactics to the circumstances, the resources he had at his disposal were entirely determined by earlier 

ers, but also from the eyes of  soldiers, surgeons and preachers who were actually participating in 

the long months at sea, and the chaos of  battle to an otherwise somewhat technical approach of  

Such a city, rid of  the society that it had housed, could afterwards become a much smaller trade 


